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Mr. Carper's Expectations for an Appropriate Essay Format: 3-7 Paragraphs.

Paragraph #1 –Introduction = 3-4 sentences, builds argument & establishes structure for the remainder of the essay.
 Sentence #1 is your “hook,” it should grab the attention of the reader so that he/she is interested in reading further. 
 Sentences 2 & 3 should build up towards sentence #4 that is your thesis statement; expresses your main point of
 writing the essay and its structure - basically informs the reader of what is to come and what will be explained/proven
 in the remainder of the essay.  Avoid asking questions in formal writing.  Do not begin your essay with a standard
 definition.  Do not make statements in your introduction that literally says "in this essay" or "throughout this essay"or
 "I will explain in this essay"

Paragraphs #2, 3, 4, 5, 6 –Body = 4-7 sentences per paragraph. These paragraphs support the argument made in the
 introduction, particularly the thesis statement.  The first sentence of each body paragraph is known as your “topic
 sentence” and the remainder of each paragraph is known as your “support”  Make sure you use transition statements
 from topic to topic and paragraph to paragraph.

Conclusion Paragraph – Conclusion =3-4 sentences.  This paragraph should tie all of your arguments together.  It
 should summarize your argument as well as the support you have already specifically laid out throughout the 3+ body
 paragraphs.  Sentence #1 should rephrase, NOT RESTATE your thesis.  Sentences #2 & 3 should summarize your
 arguments from the body of the essay. Sentence #4 should be a final statement that brings an end to the essay and
 argument for that matter.  AVOID USING cliché statements!!! “in conclusion” “all in all” “in summary” “to summarize” 
 “in the end” “THE END” etc.
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